ACH - Check overlapping layers
Starting from CAST AIP 8.3.23, CAST Architecture Checker will no longer be installed as part of the CAST AIP setup, whether installing CAST
AIP from scratch or on a server where a previous release of CAST AIP exists. CAST Architecture Checker has evolved into a standalone
component where all feature requests and bug fixes are now managed. This standalone component can be downloaded from CAST Extend (ht
tps://extendng.castsoftware.com/#/search-results?q=archichecker).
Up-to-date documentation can be found here: CAST Architecture Checker.

Check overlapping layers
When working online, you can use this option to check whether any objects are assigned to more than one layer. This is useful in two ways:
To check whether actual objects in the source code are where they should be
To check whether your model has been correctly designed - you may have accidentally configured criteria to match the same object type in more
than one layer
The option can be accessed:
From the Action > Check overlapping layers menu
Using the

Toolbar icon

When selected, the CAST Architecture Checker will query the CAST Analysis Service (via the current connection to the CAST Management Service) and
return all objects that match multiple layers.
The column "Layers" (highlighted in red) indicates which layers the objects are assigned to.

View source code
If you would like to see the source code that forms an object please see View source code.

Column filtering
You can also use the Filter icon

in each column heading to sort and filter according to content:

Choose the filter type in the drop down list
Choose whether the criteria will be applied using case sensitive text or not.
Enter the filter text.
Only content that matches the chosen criteria will be displayed.
Notes - If you are not working online, you will be prompted to connect.

